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We define a "public interest law- activity as an activity that ( I ) is undertaken
in the voluntary, pin- profit sector; (2) provides representation of interests Out ate 1 presented
in private meads add governMent processes, and p) involves sthe use of late Maim nta. prinukily
litigation to achieve the added representation.' Our paper is a case study of such public interest
law (PIL) activity in one area educationin particular. the litigation of traditional school-finance
mechanisms based on taxation of local property. It is part of a much _larger effort to evaluate
the social Ind economic consequences of PIL ,activity and to.learn whether this recent institutional
innovation is a useful supplement to government in correcting allocative-efficiencV and distributoonl-
equity thilures of the private, for profit seetor-i.e.. whether PIL activity actually contributes --to the ''public interest:. 'a

The paper is organized, as follows: In Part II, we briefly discuss the nature of potential market
failures in education and the rationale for PIL intervention. Elsewhere we have surveyed public
interest law activities in education, that transcend the finance issue 2 While that survey gives an
overview of the actual and potential role of PIL efforts in education, it conceals much underlying
complexity such as the unr-ertain relationship between *lido'outcome (winning or losing in court)
and behavioral implementation of that outcome (consequences of the victory or defeat). Judicial'
-victory- (or "defeat) does not necessarily mean that the desired cheese in behavior will (or

Weisbrod is Visiting Professor. institution for Social and Policy Studies and Economics, Yale
University. The ,authors acknowledge ,niepon-from the Ford Foundation's Public Interest Law
Project at the University of Wisconsin. This -gaper is drawn from Lee and Weisbrod, "Public
Interest Lew Activities in Education."' Chapter 12, in B. A:)Veisbrod, in_gollaboration with J.
F. Handler and N. K. Kommar, Public Interest LAW An Economic and Institutiorial Analysis.
(Berkeley: Uri /malty of California Press, 1977, forthcoming.)

'For a more extensive examinmion-af these aspects of what we term -public interest law,'`
see B. A. Weiabrod. Perspective on the Public Interest: An Epic

pier 2 in Weisilwod, et al.
"Ibid.
;Lee and Weisbrod, -Public Interest Law Activities in Education." in

(70)
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ur. In Part III, the main part of the paper, we foCus on the school finance reform
Serrano family of litigation, to determine the effect it has had not merely in the

but Mahe actual _reshaping of public policy inwards school ['once. This litigation has
n the .product of siplificant interacCoun between governmental agencies, ML fi7iis and othei

voluntary organizations. It illustrates both the stren s.and the weakness of litigation an instrument
for Change in education finance.

IL EDUCATIC)N AND ME E _ATONAL Pu RIC INtEREST-1-Ne EXISTENCE OF PRIVATE M
Gansu+ bluer Al Exams=

Maaty social objectives can usefully be classified along two dimensionsefficiency and equity.
Recall that efficiency refers to ths allocation of scarce resources in such a way as to maximize
output of goods and service; equity refer& to the normatively-desired distribution of these goods
and services and of the bpportunities to enjoy them. This section considers whether or not private
markets and governments can be expected to satisfy efficiency and equity objectives in education.
To the extent they can there is little or no rationale for PIL intervention To the extent they
cannot, there is at least a potential role for ML efforts.

The early. econornistaAdam Smith:. Alfred MarshalL Thomas Malthus and John Stuart
Millargued that education confers benefits not only to the individuals being, educated but also
to the society at large.' Contemporary economistshave expanded, on that view.'

Among the various externW4benefits that have been attributed o education are
(I) an increase in tax revenue;
(2) a decrease in welfare costs;
(3) a decrease in crime;
(4) an increase in political on;
(5) an increase in inter-generational socjal class mobility.

While the value to society of these and otter such benefits has not been sh tjtelr magnitudes,
are often thought to be significant' If some of the benefits of any activity, 1 tiding
accrue to persons other than those who cootie in the acitvity, these external (assuming
they are not infix marginn) can be expected to lead to sub-optimal levels of private - market provision
of that activity. Government intervention in such markets, therefore, is warranted on allocative-effi-
ciency groundsthat is it is warranted insofar as government is able to correct or avoid such-
failures of the private market to allocate sufficient resources to the activity that generates the
external benefits. -

Hard quantitative evidence that edpcation indeed generate substantial external net benefits
is difficult to find. What is quite clear. Movie , is that governmental involvement in education

is extensive in the United States. Most elementary and secondary schools as well as many'
post-secondary institutions are financed and operated by government, and many non public schools
are also sublidiied, All schools are regralate8 by government, and school attendance is mandatory
for ten years or more in virtually all states. Despite this broad governmental involvement, however,
we may still tail to achieve an efficient allocation of resources toward education and an "equitable-
distribution of those resources among consumers. Thai is we may have a residual market failurea
-governmental failure': to correct the shortcomings of the private marketand as a result there
is at least a potential role for other institutional mechanisms such as PIL.
-___Governmental failure may arise for a variety s: Crucial among these is the degree

w which various interest groups are able to overcoM On costs so as to bring their collective
wants, or economic demands, into the decision p In education, sonic collective interests

Er AND

'Elchanan Cohn, The Economics of Education
1972). pp: 23-6.

'Sec Howard R. Bowen, -Finance and the
Orweg. ed.. Financing Higher Education: Allemativ
Testing Program. 1971); Theodore W. Schultz,
Macmillan., 1969); Lester Thurow, Investrment in
Publishing Company, In(<., 1970): Burton A. lifieisbr
-Journal of Political Economy.- Supplement. L
Burton A. Weisbrod, External Benefits of Public
NJ.: Princeton University Press. 1964).

'For a more iktended listing. though one whir
BOwen, -Appendix on the Social Benefits of Hi
Education, pp. 168-70.

on. D. C. Heath and Company,

s of American Higher Education." in M. D.
or the Federal Coves-m.4ns (American College
Economic Value of Education (New York:

Human Capital (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth
"'Education and Investment in Human Capital,

, No 5, Part '2 (October, 1962), pp. 106-23;
duration: An Economic Analysis (Princeton.

acmes onhigher education. see Howard R.
Education," in Orweg, Financing Higher
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tan be easily organized into groups (e.g.. the:teacher assoc4atiqns) that advocate, t ir wrl inter
effectively Other -collective interestilsack as .certain,,c lasles. of eduntional um
npn.English.spealeingkir poo7resident; students), are Issi ,organized Ica transmit their wadi
andreecmornic derri4rids arse:cud:interests:are mare-likely iniderregnesented: Deperdttrigoa

abiliiy of various 'collective interests id ovescome-organitarldnat.-costs, it sill befruelliat the powerlon goserft education; to. Set educational,targett, end to define ,c;utricVla_ancl..!
disciplinary standard.T..will rest n-different hands,

Any educatiopal activity even oh( that has in ppitarit efficiency confq-uirttesalso_ has eqttity
consequences in the sense that the activity implies changing the distribution of rights, _privileges
and opportunitiet _Reform. n't school finance, for example; Ernp)ies greater equalization and therefore
redistribution of -tax -laurdens and sebool respirce expenditures. Greater freedom ol,Pithi:student
rest means that control is transferred (or redisinbuted) from the school administration- lo%the
Students". Conapulsiory busing for racial intetration tgiplres obvibusaedistributiorip of opportunities,
arriongstudents arid parents, with sdmt benefiting, arid-others being hurt at Fcast:as they perceive
the consequences, The questiein remains.vvkether redistribution sof these kinds are_equitablc":.-- i.e.,
41;ifther.sehey'ciamect a failure of the educatiOn system- to iictieve the.diStribution ofrights,priVileges

anc opportunity vong the LailqusintereStedritties thatothe sdciety regards as
Ouretipacitor) assesS'eciaitylaiture:' 7S lint-lied becluse..stkiadarels oT ovhat is equitable are

often-ambiguous or nqn-es istent. While many persons cite"-equality of educational opportgnity"
as being an ecllt(gbieCtive. there issio icmsebsts on precisely what is meant by that eapression --that
is, vaiether certain specifit changes ira-tchoial finance or lit schooling of the retarded, fel examples,:
areemenancletjay that equity.gOid, ::i.,,:--.' si,, : . ,,, ,

.
.. . .-:

A, *bre 'intaningfulscinsensus does exist, it seems tous, with respeetto theinequity dhool
.dis-crimination and of denial. to students oU Other-Constitutional rights-e.g., freed° speech

..!'aribt due process of law, And, insofar as an equity failure is alleged to rest on such C
guarantee.grounds', a court is a suitable corrective institution And litigation is a sortable instru tent
(Whether or not an optimal oriel for determining what isequ itable in theitopf theist, constitutional
and other legal guarantees. In other sltuation3;- hdwever, determination of what is "equitable ""
is probably best made.by a, legislative WO, although its capacity,to do so in a spay that mirrors' individual prelesences is likely to be limited by representational inequities,',

. ,, ,.L

111. THE LintAlioN or SCHOOL Pi+ ANcEE mciEsic-r, Lowry AND PLIRL1C INTEREST LAW
1 d,
As, with most public interest law-type litigation in theate_ f education, school finance litigation

has been theProduet of interaction between govern mentald an non-progteorganizations.s Whereas .

public organizations0E0 legal _services and local governmentshave often initiated the school
finance lawsuits le.g-, Serrano and Robinson), PIL and-oher voluntary organizations havecontinued
them and have provided essential but iless yisible support services such as filing arnicies briefs,
organizing strategy conferences, maintaining a Cleariag,house.for litigation materials, and funding
research.and.other information activities. The school financrilgation, to which we now turn.
illustrates a number of the problems, prospects andlimitatioris`11T PIL, legal activities as instruments
of change in educatian. &hoot finance is but on of 'many collective public interest issues in
education. 1(owever, and it woold be unrealistic to assume that the study of efficiency and equity,
consequences 4 PIL efforts concerning thisor any other issue necessarily generalizes to others;

This case study section has the following organization: First, in Part A we review the litigation
itself. In Part El we attempt to identify the actual behavioral outcoines of the litigation, the ways
in which PIL activities have altered the allocation and distribution of resources in education compared
with what they would, have been in_the absence of PIL intervention. Finally. in Part C. we assess
the social desirability of theoutconnesi sought by the litigation , This organization may be understood
in the contest of the following simple model'

Litigation Judicial School Finance Social Goals
Decision Reform leg., (e.g., equity

I I). ,(2) equalization of (3) and efficiency)
\

expenditure)

School finance litigation might be judged "successful- if and only if the litigation is successful
at all three stagesthat is; if and only if ( l) the 'case is won in the courts. 121 the judicial decision
leads to change in finance and expenditure methods, and (3) the change is itself worthwhile in
contributing to efficiency or equity aspects of social welfare. Part A considers the first linkage,

"This may imply that the voluntary and public sectors can be viewed as substitutes in advocacy
of the "public interest:- 0

7
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he:relatioushigobetween litigation ino its judicial outcomes Part B focuses on the second linkage.
the effect of 'judicial intervention on school financin %Part C focuses on the third linkage, the
extent to which finance reform satisfies social objectives.

---Although we believe that this-structure is 8 useful
Litigation can be successful in contributing to social welfare even if it does not lead to a favoralge
judicial outcome; the publicity associated with litigation may sensitize voters to previously unrecog-
nized problems and lead to legislative change which may then facilitate resource - allocation changes
and distributional changes that contribute to achievement of society's efficiency and equity goals.

A. Satom_ Fmaracz LrnoanonA Suumay

School districts in the United States have long depended upon local property Mies for most
of tfieir funds. Since the assessed valuation varies from district to district, so does the amount
of money potentially available for education. In the historic California case of Serrano v. Priest
(1971). the state judiciary held for the ,first time that such local property tax-based provision for
school financing is unconstitutional. A series of Serrano-like cases quickly swept the country and
precipitated simile: judgements in at least half a dozen slams. Most of these lawsuits were based
on the "equal protection- clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U S, Constitution which
reads. No State shall . deny to any Person within its jurisdiction' the equal protection of
the laws." Since the states have the ultimate responsibility for school financinglocal school
districts being legal creations of the statesand since resources for educationist distributed unequally
across districts. the argument was made that the states had denied equal protection to the studeots
living in the poor districts.

The U.S. Supreme Court rejected such reasoning in Rodriguez v. San Anionio. While Rodriquez
effectively foreclosed - federal -court litigation based on the equal protection clause of the 14th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution,. litigation has continued in the state count. relying on equ&I
protection guarantees within each state's constitution. Serrano. for exurple. was upheld by the
fiat court on the basis of equal protection provisions )n the California Constitution. Challenges
baued on state equal protection gun-an:tees are pending in Oregon, Washington and Massachusetts.

Since Rodriguez an alternative legal theory for challenging school.finamcing has emerged. In
Robinson v. Cahill (1973) the Supreme Court tif New Jersey struck down a similar financing scheme.
The rationale for that decision emerged from a state constitutional mandate for the maintenance
and support of a thorough and efficient system of free pablic schools"not from equal protection,
a la Serrano. At least fourteen other state constitutions have such explicit guarantees regarding
the educational system.' A lower state court in Idaho has declared that the Idaho system of school
finance is unconstitutional on the basis of ins_latter kind of guarantee. However, a Robinson-style
complaint has been dismissed in Illinois and that dismissal has been affirmed by the IWnois Supreme
Court. More recently (December 27, 1974) a sliperior court in Connecticut found that state's system
of school financini to be unconstitutional.

"Public interest" litigation has had many successes at stage one in the courtroom. We turn
now to its effects at stage two; what changes have occurred in methods of school finance.

B. IMPACT OF THE LrnGA`no. Trta P nos BEHAVE/3aA6 CHANGE

The post-Sennno record suggests that cant" equalization of schooling ex periditures
has already +ten achieved within some states However, these developments cannot be sittsibutecl
exclusively to the litigation. It should not be assumed that there would have been no school finan ce
reform without the litigation, for school finance reform had been attracting substantial ,Mpport
even before Serrano. For example, both the President's Commission on School Finance and the
U.S. Office of Education's National Education Finance Project were established prior to Serrano.
Thus, as we argue below. the apparent effect of the PIL-supported litigation is greater than its
actual effect. In many statesbut not allschool finance reform appears to have been forthcoming
anyway, either through judicial or legislative actions.

ea

The Impact on Public Opinion

Since 1969. the Gallup org&nd_ation has conducted an annual pool of attitudes toward education.'
While none of the questions in the early public surveys explicitly inquired about people's atlitudes

.'Harold J. Ruvoldt, Jr .. -Educational Financing in New Jersey: Robinson v. Cahill and Beyond,
Seton Fig! Law Review, V (Fall. 1973), pp_ 15-16. d'

' 'Stanley M. Elam (ed.). The Gallup Polls of Attitudes Toward Education, 1969- 1973, (BlooMing-
ton. Ind.: Phi Delta Kappa, 1973), p. 62,

8
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toward equalizing kducational "opportunity,- they dithask for opinion.s concerning increased state
lundingof sehoolsone of the more popular means of equalizfng expenditures. The interpretation
of responses is not easy. Although increased state funding, by contrast with Ipcal funding, does
-imply greater.- _ _ I
other consequences -e.g., property tax relief, bailing out fiscally desperate urban school districts,
aid to the disadvantaged, and local control. In early 1970, a year before Serrano. 54 percent of
persons in the national population sample favored increased state funding.' In 1972.,.almost a year
after Serrano, that figure remained virtually unchanged. at 55 percent.'"

The 1974 Gallup Poll of Public Attitudes Toward Education explicitly inquired about people's
opinion on equalizing expenditures. They were asked:

At present some public school districts spend less than others (Jet child in school. Would
you favor or oppose a constitutional amendment to reduce these differences?

Fully 66 percent of persons favOred,the amendment and 22 percent opposed. It is not clear whether
this finding is comparable to the earlier ones. If it is it shows.a surge of interest in school finance
reform.

4 The Impact on Public Policy -

It is certainly too early to assess he full impact of school finance litigation on public policy
in education. It is perhaps even too early to do so for the 20-year old brown decision, much
less as recent a judicial development as Serrano-type litigation. Nevertheless, school finance reform
activities have been distinguished for the rapidity with which legal action has been translated not
only into judical decisions (link I), but also into changes in governmental tax and expenditure
actions (link 2).

After .Serrano, state legislatures, governors and state departments of education began commis-
sioning study groups to explore better ways of financing schools. Within a year of the decision
on August 31, 1971, all Hut one of the 50 states had established at least one major commission
on school finance, and in some states there were as many as a dozen separate study groups.
At the federal s!overnment level the Office of Education established a Task Force on School Finance..
Most of these study groups, including the pre-existing President's Commission on School Finance,
recommended school financing reforms that would equalize school exuenditures, and a number
of states subsequently enacted school finance legislation growing out oVIlltr Commission's recortimen-
dations.

By 1974 only three years after Serrano-12 states were reported by the Educational Commission-
of the States to have enacted ''major- school finance reform." Legislation had the effect of increasing
th state share of public school expenditures from 34 percent to 42 percent in California, from

70 percent in North Dakota, from 29 percent to 48 percent in Kansas and from 31 percent
1 5I percent in Colorado. other examples of the kinds of changes enacted by the states
follow:

Maine
On June 22, 1973, Maine enacted one of Use most significant school equalization .

reform acts ever to become law in this Nation. The law entitled An Act Equalizing
the Financial Support of School Units," will substantially equalize expenditures for public r
and debt service."

Maryland
With the enactment of SB 807. the 1973 Maryland legislature modified the State

aid formula. The changes were based largely on the recommendations of the Governor's
Task i orce on Financing Public Education. The State agreed to fully equalize a program

°Ibid.. p. 75.
'°lbid., p. 143.
"The 12 states enacting -major" 'school finance reforms were California, Colorado. Florida.

Kansas, Michigan, Montana, Utah, Maine, Illinois, New Mexico, Virginia and Wisconsin. States '
enacting lesser school finance reforms were Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota. Oklahoma,
and Washington. (School Finance at a Glance, a chart prepared by Lucile, Musmano, Denver,
Colorado: Edqcation Commission of the States. 1974).

12 Alan C. Stauffer, Summary of 1973 School Finance Chaves (Denver: Education Commission
of the States, 1973). p.-13.

9



requiring an eXpenditure of $610 per pupil ormerly $450 per Pupil). The State also
agreed to pay 55% (formerly 45%) of the- statewide cost of such a program with the
district share varying in relation to wealth 13

Michigan
An important new school finance law, Act 101 of 1973, was enacted in Michigan

in August 1973. Under this new, law Michigin has abandoned its Strayer -Raid formula
for the distribution of education aid and has moved to a guaranteed yield plan knowns
as the Equal Yield Plan.

Starting with the 1973-74'school year Michigan will guarantee a millage yield of
$38 per pupil per mill for the first 22 mills levied by local school districts. This guarantee
will rise by the 1975-76 year to $40 per pupil per mill on all local school millage with
no maximum limit on which the yield guarantee applies."

More recentlyand most dramaticallythe New Jersey legislature, in direct response to the
Robinson mandate, enacted its first income tax. It passed a two percent tax on persons earning
less thsur$20.000 'per year and a 2.5 percent tax on those earning more The tax will provide

miltien to fund the first year of the new school finance plan. 5485 trillion for the second,
acrd -$570 million for the third."

We cannot assess quantitatively the extent to which such changes have brought about greater
equalisation of expenditures within states: it is likely, however, that they are a significant step
in that direction. Neither can we reliably extrapolate to future education-finance developments,
except perhaps inAryoming and California where such changes -are still mandated by the judiciary.
California has been given until 1980 to come up with a constitutional school finance structure.

- Along with the example of states in which litigation appears to Have had both judicial and
legislative effects, there have been cases that have produced no legislative change, at least so
far. In Oregon. full (100 percent) state funding of schooling -one finance mechanism that is consistent
with Serranowas approved by the legislature but decisively rejected by the voters in a statewide
referendum. School finance reform was similarly blocked by the voters in Washington. Wyoming
voters rejected an amendment to the state. constitution that would have substituted a. statewide
property tax for the local property tax that currently pays for education.

Actual Impact of the Litigation?

The "production" of school finance reformas with other social reform processesis likely
to involve a number of inputs. PIL has been one input, but there have been others, including
such non-law inputs as research, interest group organizing, and information dissemination. Each
of these inputs interacts with the others and with pre existing and evolving attitudes. Discriminating
the partial effects. of each input is difficult, at the least, and may even be impossible if there
is jointness of inputs. To see the difficulties, consider the following:

I. In the years immediately preceding Serrano these was widespread public support for greater
equality in education. In a survey of California citizens in 1967, four years before the Serrano -
litigation, 83 percent felt it important to Provide as much money to poor school districts 'As rich
school districts spend.'" In 1969. 56 percent favored increased state funding, while -only 28 percent
opposed it." In early 1971, 61 percent of school superintendents in California favored equalization
of per pupil. expenditures while only 21 percent oppo ed it," The organized interest-groups, that
usually school reforan and those that usually o se it both favored equalization 80 percent
and 77 pere t respectively-I° Furthermore. 67 percent f legislators anticipated major school finance
reform in the next five years." All of these polls antedate Serrano. Such attitudes in California
suggest that school finance reform would have been achieved even without :Serrano..

These findings can be misleading, however, for a variety of reasons: (I) The survey questions
do not probe the intensity of preferences: (2) peoples' true preferertces may not be the ones-t

'I Ibid.. p. 9.
" /bid. , pp. 9 -10.
15 Education Daily. IX. No 134 (July 12. 1976).p. 1. .
'9A. Wisner. G. Kast. J. Kramer and R. Nakamura. Political Feasibility of Reform in School

Financing. the Case of California (New York: Praeger, 1973).1). 2.
'Ibid.. p. 17.
'"ibid.. p. 52.
'9/bid.. p. 188.
79041.. p. 101 1 0
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expressed; and (3) institutional rigidities in government may prevent' the reforms demanded from
being conied out, We do not wish to argue that the school finance litigation has been ineffectualonly
that it was not, the only important input to the production of school finance retort!).
____2_.NooTingational inputs aloe contributed to the process of school finance reform. Miring

these other-input-a were research7dissemination of information, and activities of political leaders.
Research

lri Alinnesotineform was delay not simply a res nse to judicial mandate.-2' The drive
and retorm began with study of-tax policy and e u -tion finance by the Citizens' League;

the study recommended full state assumption of e
rt decal.* ( Von Droartt).
b. ConferencesDissensination of Information
In some states, key. legislators were apparently influenced by information conveyed at

*egos*. In Florida, for example, "Key legislators . . . traced their interest and understanding
of, school finance'. problems back to conferences convened by the National Committee for
the SuppOrt of (lie Public Schools held in the mid-1960s. In Maine . . several . . state
officials had been wired into nations reform networks through attendance at conferences

versed by .the Ninon' Education Finance Project and the Education Commission of the
Stalef;"1"

-Petite& Leadersc

If reform legislation is to be en:acted, a central role fori,key political leaders can be expected.
' the goveoora in California and Minnesota spearheaded the campaign for finance revision.

most other states influential legislators (and their- supporting staff), education committee
chairnen speakers,,of the house, and Senate m rity leaders proved to have provided the
leadership "-

ft Aso bears mentioning that Nevada passed major equalization legislation' in 1967, and Delaware
did -the saute in. 1969.

The partial effect of litigation and the resulting judicial action is much clearer in New Jersey.
In that state the Robinson litigation was critical to the enactment of a state income tax to fund
a more equitable school finance scheme. The New Jersey Supreme Court had mandated reform
by December 1974, but a legislative stalemate prompted the court to abandon its deadline.23 The
coon' finally ruled, on May 13, 1976, that it woold close the schools and ban any state expenditure

r education dter July I unless the legislature passed a tax package to fund a more equitable
finance scheme. The legislature did not and (he court kept its promise. The schools did not reopen
until July 12, after the lenslature barely passed the state's first income tax for the purpose of
funding the schools. It seems reasonably clew-that the tax would not have passed without Robinsonat

coral expenditures "long before" a

least not at that dine.

C. THE n.a. Loom( Aiso AuOcAnve EFFICIENCY CONSEQUENCES OF SCHOOL FINANCE RE

In this section we consider the economic implications of tbe school finance litigationlink
3 in the process described at the beginning of Section III. What are the probable consequences
of school-finance litigation in terms of (I) income distributional equity, and (2) allocative efficiency,
assuming that the litigation is successful in the courts. --

Because of strategic' considerations. the outcomes sought by litigation were never explicity
revealed: A wide variety of school finance packages could, for example, satisfy. the Serrano-criterion
of "wealth neutrality." Nevertheless, the following appear to have been the intermediate objectives:
(I) Equalization of per pupil expenditure on schooling (after adjusting for cost differences); (2)
-leveling upbringing per pupil expenditures of low-spending districts up to the level in high-spending
districts These gods imply an increase in aggregate educational expenditure rather than simply
a redistribution of current expenditu s. Th question we pose is if these two intermediate objectives
were achieved, to whit extent would contribute to the social goals of equity and efficiency?

Income Distribillonal Equity

By "income disthbutional equity" we mean the egalitarian income distributional norm that
motivates public programs such as food stamps and legal aid for the poor. If per pupil school

21,1oel S. Berke. Answers to inequity: An Analysis of the New School Finance (Berkeley:
McCutchen Publishing Corp. 1974), p. 119.

p. 123.
p. 123.

kducalion Daily, IX, No 134 (July 12, 1976). pp. 1-2.
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expenditures were equalized as the school finance reform litigation sought, that would seem to
contribute, virtually by definition, to a more egalitarian income distribution. School finance reform. _

definitely would have a positive "equity" effect (assuming that such reform did not trigger adverse
adjustments in other taxes or expenditures.an assumption that is questionable since an increase
in aggregate expenditures on education would necessitate some adjustment).

Nevertheless, school finance reform might well not be considered a major egalitarian thrust.
As Christopher Jencks, et al.. note, -i(n) a country where the top fifth of all families receive
800 to 1000 percent.more income than the bottom fifth, the fact that children from those same
families attend schools whose expenditures differ by only 20 percent seems Jike a triumph of
egalitarianism,"74 Furthermore. to the extent that the increase in total schooling expenditure would
be financed by property taxesWhich tend to be regressivethe equalizing effect of expenditures
may be somewhat offset.

Ailocative Efficiency

By allocative efficiency we mean the desirability, in a benefit-cost sense, of an increased
level and altered distribution of edueational expenditures Education is a form of investment in
human capital. We can inquire, therefore, into the effect of education expenditures on the productivity
of human capital.'" A succession of major studies have found that the benefits of schooling do
not vary significantly with expenditures. The Coleman report, for example, on the massive HEW
study of educational equalityEquality of Educational Opportunityconcludes that:

Differences in school facilities and curriculum, which are the major variables by which
attempts are made to improve schools, are so little related to differencessin achievement
levels of students that with few exceptions, their effects fail to appear in a survey
of this magnitude.''

A Rand Corporation report prepared for the President's Commission on School Finance surveys
the social science and educational research literature and concludes that:

Increasing eicpenditures on tRditional educational practices is not likely to improve
educational outcomes substantiaiy?'

The President's Commission on School Finance estimated that the additional cost of equalizing
expenditures at the 90th percentile in all states in 1970-71 would have been seven billion dollarsabout
19 percent of total state and local school expenditures at that time But if the studies just cited
arc approximately correct and the benefits from such investment are negligible, then to increase
and to equalize expenditures would entail an unproductive use of almost seven billion dollars per
year It is therefore not surprising that at least three social sciehtistsDaniel Moynihan, Thomas
Ribich and Herbert J. Kieslinghave concluded that upward equalization of schooling expenditures
is not efficienen The present state-of-the art does not permit a definite evaluation, however, since
other studies support the opposite conclusion.

Lewis J. Perl" analyzed Project Talent data and concluded that educational outputs can be

"Christopher Jencks. et al.. Inequality: A Recissessement of the Effect of Family and Schooling
in America (New York: Harper Colophon Books, 1973), p. 27.

"We can, also inquire into other hypothesized effects of educationl-e.g.. on "intelligent"
voting and on "good citizenship.- as well as on other forms of benefits that may be external
to the student-parent unit. The question of whether the current level or distribution of school
expenditures is inefficient, considering the optimal provision of external benefits (and external
costs, if there are any), is another relevant, but exceedingly difficult question to answ r. '

."James S. Coleman, et al.*. Equality of Education- Opportunity (New York: Ran orn House.
1972). p. 310. .

1°Harvey Averch, et al,, How Effective is Schooling? A Critical Review and Synthesis of Findings
/Santa Monica: The Rand Corporation. 1972), p. 155.

"See Daniel P. Moynihan, -Equalizing Education: In Whose Benefit?" The Public Interest,
'XXIX (Fall, 1972), pp. 69-89; Thomas I. Ribich, "The Problem of Equal Opportunity: A Review
Article.- Journal of Human Resources, VII ((972). pp. 518-526; and Herbert 1, Kiesling, The
Value to Society of Integrated Education and Compensatory Education,- Georgetown Law Journal.
LXI (March. 1973). pp. 857-878.

2'Lewrs J. Perl, -Family Background, Secondary School Expenditure and Student Ability.-
Journal of Human Resources, V111, No 2 11973), pp. 156-180,
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increased by increasing Khoo' expenditures - Anita A.,SurnMers and Barbara L. Wolfe 2i also found
a significant link between school resources and education quality. And a study by George E.
Johnson and Frank P. Stafford, relating individual earnings to schooling expenditures, reported
that: -

' .

The estirrateel marginal mates of return to school quality are found to be considerably-,
higher than the corresponding rates of return to years of schooling.. . .-w=i .

The study suggests the desirability of increased educational quality in school districts
with lower per outages lendlitures so as to equalize the return to years and annual ex pe ndit sire
per pupili'

The Johnison-Stalf end mu Itsirnply that the rate of return to the seven billion dollar equalizing
investment would be at least 12 percent. .Evers if the social rate of discount were as high as
10 percent, the present 'value of this seven billion dollar investment wouldbe one-and-half times
that amount,' or $ 10.5 billion---a net benefit of 3. 5 billion dollars. At a five percent rate of discount
the present value of the investment would be S2$ billion, and the net benefit would be S21 billion.
At es ther discount rite the investment would be efficient.

however one weighs the porillicting empirical studies of allocative efficiency of education,
i t is important to I 12e that the concept of efficiency" that is being measured is limited. We
are not confident, fro example, that the relevant educational outcomes are being adeqantes Y monitored
i n existings evalu research. Most ..studies relate schooling espeochtures to achievement test
results, particularly in reading the mathematics, and they do not explore the relationship of those

xpersditutes to the "higher" forms of cogrsitive achievement, or to achinveintrat in other fields
of 'cardamon to roon-cognitive 4utctmes such as self-worth, humanity, citizenship and community
leaderthip. Many such charecteristics are valued by indi widuals and by society but are not fully
rewarded by the labor glArkel.

There is some evidence that eta_ UI112.Allom of schooling expenditures is socially off icient even
if "quality" of educationbroadly defineddoes not vary with expenditure. The Gallup Polls
of Attitudes TOwarcl Education found, in 1973, that only 3'9 percent of persons in a netiapi 1 sample
thought thai increasing the per pupil expenditure from 5600 to SI,Z03 would lijive rFUch effect
on achievement," yet that 616 percent favored , albeit in 1914, a constitutional am eradmeni to reduce
differences in per pupil expenditure-lam This suggests that a Large fraction of the popailation---on
the order of Z7 percent-value schooling expenditure for some reason other than its effect on
c opitive achievement.

IV

grit to 40Jc/stand And evaluate the coriaNuencoi 1,t are recent school finance
litigation aai a cut study of the effect of one type of institution. PIL, and one type of instrumentof social !nage. Htiatico. The school finance area would appear to be an excellent subject for
such an assessment. The school finance reform eons, the .Strrono and related litigation have
received much attention; they have been widely reported and the policy implications hove been
researched by an drnost oincoemtahle az umber of whole, s. One might thing that this unusual availability
of resource nos-loilli would permit a more satisfactory analysis than 13 feasible for PIll activities
in such other areas as environmental preserviation_ consumer information or _ployment dirserini

"Anita A. Sumners and Barbara L. Wolfe, "'Equality of Educatioaiai Op unity Quarailifel
A Production Function Approach. '' Federal Reserve Bank of search,
15,75,

'''Cieorge E. Johnson and Frank P. Stafford- "5ocial Returns to Quantity and Quality of
Sc hoofing' loam, of Fiftuncin lbesokeces,. VIII, No 2 419731, p. 153.

f bid. p. 139. Charles R. Ring and Edward C. Rutledge have corroborated the Johnsoon.Staffored
findings using districlwicie school expenditures. See their ' Returns to Quantity and giudity
of Education: A Further Statement," Journal of Homan Re$ources, X (Winter 19731. pp. 78-719.

urns figure is den wed by taking the 2 percent interest differential between a I 2 percent
rate of return and a 10 percent rate of discount and treating time investment as a reverse annuity
which accrues evenly over a 40-year working lifetime. Although the distribution of earnings through
time is not uniform (even ) our estimate is still approximately correct .

ss y EkL111(Vid.), op rig., gy 62 -

"Gallup), Genie H.. "Si xth Antral Gallup Poll of Putdic Attitudes Toward Educat on,- Phi
Delta Kapincin, September 1974, p. 26.
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nation," Nevertheless. our findings are quite limited.
It is much too early even to begin assessing the long run or ultimate impact of school finance

Even the short run impact..however, is uncertain. Whereas the (AIL efforts seem to
have precipitated major school finance reform, there is at least some evidence that such developments
were forthcoming anywayalthough perhaps -not'kuite so quickly. The disturbing fact re: ins
that social science research does not yet permit a reliable assessment of either the effici
or equity consequences of school finance reform. Perhaps time and future studies will eventually
produce professional consensus on whether or not the "quality -0( schooling dependS upon the
expenditure level, and on whether or not earnings and other dimensions of well -being depend
upon the quality of schooling. But such consensus is not yet present. Moreover. we remain some
distance from being able to isolate the partial effect of one institution's inputs, e g.% Pit, from
the effects of other inputs to the process of social change_

Despite the difficulty of evaluation. we judge that school tioanLc litigation, to vthirh PIL
efforts have contributed substantially, has half a noteworlhy direct and indirect effect (albeit not
one that can he easily quantified) in at leas( a few states, including California and New Jersey,
And even if the school finance -litigation were ultimately judged to have failed in the sense of
having no direct effect on legislative or administrative behavior, let alone on the level or the
distribution of income and wealth. it may still have succeeded in an indirect but no less potent
manner by focusing public attention on educational quality and access to it To raise important
questions is itself of value. even if the answers arc not immediately deal

Reform of education finance is likely to involve a prolonged and costly ,ainprogit in arthcli
PR. litigation is hit one instrument Ettia.'..ation issues because they are often of broad social
significance. ors seldom If ev ci be ,esolved by judicial confrontation alone Au the ei;ooranic,
social, and political process of education finance reform continues. it is relevant to recall that
as ICCently as 1974. tiff pere.ent of. Artier irpirCalcd t., favor a t r, atltutional _amendment to
reduce differences in fret WTIl exptiltilltili7, Phis df Iti all tia-L, irccii a 1141111 g.tal of t he pH
school finance litigation

rot ..".--ea ma, At
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